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It Looks OK From a Certain Angle
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p3-4
A Bund yield range of just under 5bp for the week. USTs just over 5bp.
Even the UK benchmark range was only circa 8bp with all the Brexit
shenanigans going on. The MOVE Index sits at just above its record low.

Euro Corporate Snapshot: Plenty of Cash Around But Investors Putting up
Resistance? - by Matthew Barrett, p5-6
Corporate supply slowed in the single currency last week where EUR5.5bn
(nine tranches) printed via four issuers. Demand remained strong but there
were signs of investors putting up more price resistance, with the most
obvious example being Wednesday's trade from Sanofi.
Trade Idea: Joining The EUR/NOK Selling Crew
- by Tony Nyman and Andrew Dowdell, p7
We have been talking about it for some time. (It's just a shame we didn’t act
before CPI). Still, we think there's plenty of downside potential left in this
cross and we will sell current 9.6917 levels for 9.5000 initially (and 9.4000).
We'll leave a stop at 6.7925.
Turkey - Recession, Looming Elections & Risk of Unwarranted Rate Cuts
- by Natalie Rivett, p8-10
It has been confirmed. Turkey is in recession. The Turkish Statistical Institute
announced last week that Turkey's GDP shrank by 2.4% q/q in Q4. That fall
followed a decline of 1.6% in the third quarter. The economy had been
going through a sharp period of rebalancing since the Lira's tumble last
summer…

Know The Flows: US Funds See Solid Flows in Mid-March as European And
Chinese Data Underwhelms - by Cameron Brandt, p11
US Equity and Bond Funds took in over $33 billion between them during the
second week of March as data from other key markets continues to raise
questions about the trajectory of their economies.

China Insight: Relative Stability of CNY Does Not Necessarily Mean
Currency Appreciation - by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p12-13
We are biased towards believing US-China trade deal has been largely priced
in and the pledge to CNY stability is a bit over-interpreted by investors. That
combined with the reluctance of hedge funds to go long CNH makes us feel
it is better to go long USD/CNH at 6.68-6.70 region.
Norway 10yr Yield – Risk Through 1.596 Targeting 1.532/1.455
- by Ed Blake, p15
Awaits a return below 1.596 targeting 1.532/1.455. Place a protective stop
above the 1.761 lower high.

NOK/SEK – Bulls Eye Return to The 2018 Peak at 1.1117
- by Andrew Dowdell, p16
Look to buy for a return to last year’s 1.1117 peak. Breach of 1.0745 delays
the advance, risking below 1.0707 towards the 1.0653/31 area.
Front Month Brent – New Four-Month Highs And Scope to 72.68/74.13
- by Ed Blake, p17
Buy into any near-term dips as we await a rally extension to 72.68/74.13,
perhaps 78.05. Place a protective stop under the 64.02 higher low.
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It Looks OK From a Certain Angle
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy
A Bund yield range of just under 5bp for the week. USTs just over 5bp.
Even the UK benchmark range was only circa 8bp with all the Brexit
shenanigans going on. The MOVE Index sits at just above its record low.

One of the more significant moves came in Australia where the 10-year
yield moved under 2%. This doesn’t happen very often.
Fixed income markets, for the most part, are suffering from extremely
stable interest rate expectations. The RBA’s recent move to neutral has
brought with it several banks believing a Cash Rate cut will be the next
move. The AUD OIS prices this in August, which partly explains the
downside pressure on the 10-year yield. Yet, the ASX 200 sits just below
its ytd peak. It is this sort of combination, low yields alongside relatively
peaky stock markets, in the face of headwinds that for all the talk are yet

to blow-out, which provides for the theory one of ‘them’ (equities or
yields) must be wrong. This applies as much to the US as elsewhere and
the US is yet to catch the cold from the global economic growth
slowdown. Several ‘names’ have posited that the SPX move higher,
given flows, is a short-covering phenomenon. The SPX is yet to
sustainably break over 2815, seen as a crucial point as it represents the
top of H2 2018 rally.

Still, industrial commodities are rising, Oil edges higher. All moves that
support a strengthening global economy and that the ‘worst is over’.
But the headwinds remain.
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Into this mix steps the March FOMC (Tuesday-Wednesday). This
meeting comes with the SEP. ‘Patience’ will be stressed, which will
support current market expectations of no more rate hikes in this cycle.
There will be a focus on more detail with respect the termination of the
balance sheet rundown which is expected by end-2019.
The ‘dots’ will be scoured for Fed Funds outlook implications. The
likelihood is the dot plot will be lowered, but still allow for at least one
hike this year. This is probably best represented by what is happening to
real yields as it implies a lower r* than previously expected. Real yields
continue to drift lower.
The SNB, NORGES BANK and BoE all meet (Thursday).
Nothing is expected from the SNB. CPI is on a downward trend and the
Bank is still worried about excessive Chf appreciation and has in the not

too distant past indicated its concern about risk event safe-haven flow.
The Swiss government cut its growth outlook, citing the slowdown in
Germany, which doesn’t help. If the SNB changes policy this year, it will
be a major surprise.
The Norges Bank is expected to hike 25bp to 1%. Domestic economic
momentum is healthy and core inflation above target. A presser follows
the decision and the market will be interested in the rate path and the
probability of a H2 hike. At the December meeting the path indicated
two hikes in 2019.
The BoE won’t do anything - we get the statement and vote - uncertainty
about the Brexit outcome sees to that. The Bank’s outlook problem can
be summed as to whether there will be a positive/negative demand
and/or supply shock.

This is an excerpt from Marcus’ Week Ahead. For the full piece see HERE.

Euro Corporate Snapshot: Plenty of Cash Around But Investors Putting up Resistance?
By Matthew Barrett, IGM Senior Credit Analyst
Corporate supply slowed in the single currency last week where
EUR5.5bn (nine tranches) printed via four issuers, compared to the
EUR13.255bn (15 tranches) in the previous week, which was of course
boosted by Medtronic's EUR7bn jumbo trade.

LVMH's shorter 2yr line in Feb.
There was also some sensitivity noted on the McDonald's (also included
a GBP note) and Deutsche Telekom dual-tranche deals. Note no book
size was communicated publicly on PepsiCo's EUR1bn two-part which
along with McDonald's further increased YTD reverse yankee supply to
EUR27.95bn (compared to EUR24.52bn in the whole of last year)
Despite the sensitivity seen in the orderbooks, the upshot is that there
appears to be plenty of cash around. However, after such a strong run of
high-supply levels, perhaps investors are being a bit more discerning and
not just looking to buy everything on offer, and at any price.
Investors may also believe that with spreads having ramped in so much
this year and iTraxx Main/Crossover tightening significantly, the
pendulum has perhaps swung too far. In any case, risk/reward dynamics
are a lot less compelling compared to the start of the year.
Whilst the interplay between evolution of pricing and orderbooks is
worth monitoring, the latest batch of trades was still easily covered
whilst the issuers secured funding at some very economic levels.

Demand remained strong but there were signs of investors putting up
more price resistance, with the most obvious example being
Wednesday's trade from Sanofi.
The borrower raised EUR2bn via EUR850m Mar 2022, EUR650m Mar
2029 and EUR500m Mar 2034 fixed rate tranches with the deal marking
its first visit to the single currency of 2019.
Demand for the trade peaked at a combined EUR8bn+, with EUR3.75bn
for the 3yr tranche alone but finished up at EUR4.6bn with the 3yr books
more than halving to EUR1.7bn. That with the 3yr printing around 6bps
through its existing curve and the Mar 2029 and Mar 2034 trades pricing
with zero or slightly negative premiums. The former also was just the
second euro corporate deal this year to price with a negative yield after

Excluding PepsiCo's EUR1bn dual tranche where, as previously
mentioned, no book sizes were communicated, combined demand for
the remaining EUR4.5bn paper came it at EUR13.3bn (EUR17.35bn+
peak) with an average cover ratio of 2.66x.
Strong demand saw the nine tranches ramped in on average 20.78bps
from IPTs to reoffer which in turn resulted in the issuers paying minimal
or negative premiums.
In fact, the average NIC came in at just 0.11bps which according to IGM
data marks the lowest weekly average since way back in the w/e 20th Oct
2017 when the ECB's CSPP purchases were in full swing and the average
stood at negative 2.375bps.
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Standing out this week was the aforementioned Sanofi 3yr which
appeared to price 6bps through its existing curve whilst the largest
premium of the week was only 5bps which PepsiCo paid for its shorter
Mar 2027 line.
Providing encouragement for those issuers monitoring the market is that
the aggressive pricing seen on this week's deals has not prevented most
of the deals from performing well in secondary.

The main exception is Sanofi's trade which arguably reinforces the
assertion that the pricing envelope was pushed beyond its limits,
something which issuers may have to keep in mind going forward.
Watch this space…

In the pipeline:
** Toyota Financial Services (Aa3/AA-), through its subsidiaries Toyota
Motor Finance (Netherlands) B.V, Toyota Finance Australia and Toyota
Motor Credit Corp, has requested BNP Paribas and Citi to arrange a
series of fixed income investor meetings in Europe from 4-Mar to
provide a credit investor update

** Abertis Infraestructuras S.A (BBB/BBB) has hired BNP Paribas, J.P.
Morgan, Natixis and UniCredit to arrange a series of fixed income
investor meetings in Europe from 11th Mar ahead of a EUR-denominated
multi tranche fixed-rate transaction with tenors ranging from 4 to 12yrs
and potential a GBP-denominated 7 to 10yrs tranche.
** Schaeffler AG (Baa3/BBB-/BBB-) has mandated BNP Paribas, BofA
Merrill Lynch, Commerzbank and Deutsche Bank as joint bookrunners to
arrange a series of fixed income meetings across Europe commencing on
14-18th Mar ahead of a two to three tranche benchmark EUR Reg-S
Bearer, fixed rate (3-8yrs), senior unsecured bond transaction.

This is an excerpt. For the full article, please click HERE.

Trade Idea: Joining The EUR/NOK Selling Crew
By Tony Nyman, IGM Head of G10 FX, with technical analysis from Andrew Dowdell
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We have been talking about it for some time. (It's just a shame we did
not act before CPI).
Still, we think there's plenty of downside potential left in this cross and
we will sell current 9.6917 levels for 9.5000 initially (and 9.4000). We'll
leave a stop at 6.7925.
The Fed is patient and the ECB is even more dovish. The BOE has only
Brexit on its mind and the BOJ stays ultra easy with no signs of that 2.0%
goal any time soon or late.
Given the relative strength of the Norwegian economic performance
(and firmer prices, 3.0% y/y) and the fact that the Norges Bank is
potentially the one hawkish CB out there capable of hiking in the next so
many months we think Nok gains can only intensify.
The Norges Bank could hike as early as this week, but even if not we
suspect they'll be sufficiently hawkish for a possible move a few months
after that it will limit any Nok selling.
Oil is holding up fairly well in the high Usd 67s/brl and we are reminded
that the Norwegian oil industry's recent substantial cost cutting /
streamlining (breakeven prices for new oil development projects Usd 1035/brl) supports anyway (via MS).
Weekly flow data from the Norges Bank is interesting too, which showed
that financial counterparties (foreign banks a big focus) have been net
selling the Nok over the last weeks. DANSKE says the data does not
suggest long positioning is that crowded.
RISK - It is a popular trade, which can be problematic in terms of
potential corrections and momentum types' inspired stop runs, currently
with MS and BOAML recently initiating shorts.

• Extending the sharp fall from the recent (8 Mar) 9.8807 high
• Risk now seen to the Jan/Dec 9.6481/9.6339 reaction lows, which
also coincide with the 200-dma (approx 9.64)
• Below there exposes 76.4% of Oct-Dec's (9.4166-10.0581) rally at
9.5680 ahead of the 8 Nov minor reaction low at 8.5035
• Bulls need to clear resistance in the 9.7599/.7822 area to relieve
immediate pressure

The Context
Turkey - Recession, Looming Elections & Risk of Unwarranted Rate Cuts
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst and Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst
It has been confirmed. Turkey is in recession

Recession and nearing local elections add pressure for rate cuts

The Turkish Statistical Institute announced last week that Turkey's GDP
shrank by 2.4% q/q in Q4. That fall followed a decline of 1.6% in the third
quarter.

For the markets, there is still unease over the near-term direction of
monetary policy and the confirmation of a recession only reinforces
concerns of the one-week repo rate being cut sooner than is warranted
by the inflation outlook. The notable underperformance of the Lira YTD
(second worst performer of all EMs) is reflective of these concerns, while
we also note an easing of net inflows to Turkish mandated bond funds
over the past month that is consistent with a cooling of the Borsa
Istanbul. Net Turkish bond fund flows, however, remain robust (see the
dashboard).

The economy had been going through a sharp period of rebalancing
since the Lira's tumble last summer that resulted in a YTD slide of more
than 40% against the Dollar in August (to record lows), as investors
fretted about President Erdogan's influence over the economy. This at a
time of runaway inflation and rising Turkish debts. This had fast turned
into a crisis of confidence that only abated when the CBRT heeded to
economic orthodoxy in September.
One obvious (and positive) sign of this economic rebalancing story is the
narrowing of the hefty current account deficit on the back of increased
price competitiveness that has supported exports, and with weakening
domestic demand weighing on imports. The 12-month rolling figure
reached USD21.6bn in January this year, down from a peak of almost
USD60bn last May (see the following dashboard). The current account
balance ran surpluses in the months of August through to November.
Economists had been warning of a recession for some time and although
Finance Minister Albayrak has suggested the worst of the problems are
now in the past, there appear to be mixed thoughts on how long and
deep the recession will be. We have seen analyst 2019 GDP forecasts
vary last week from -0.9% to +1.0%. For some, the debt build-up in the
run up to the Lira crisis last year has created heavy deleveraging
pressures that will slow the pace of the recovery, while others have cited
a better external environment as reasons for a shallower recession than
the last economic crisis in 2008.
Regardless, the recession is bad timing for Erdogan as local elections
loom at the end of the month (Sunday 31st March). These will be a test
of the President's grip on power and there is a risk his right-wing Justice
and Development Party (AKP) will lose some of the country's biggest
cities.

There was no indication from the CBRT earlier this month of a rate cut at
the next meeting in April, so this has reduced some of the risk of an
imminent move, though does not completely remove it. With the
economy in recession and CPI resuming its disinflationary bias in
February (headline to 19.67%, first sub-20% print in 6-months), there is
still the prospect of an unwinding of the tight monetary policy stance in
H1 - and if not April, then perhaps the following meeting in June.

The CBRT appears to have been spared a verbal attack from Erdogan so
far this year and if he and the government are wary of renewed pressure
on the Lira, they will avoid raising a fresh campaign against the central
bank in the less than three weeks that is left until the elections. The
government has instead resorted to heaping pressure on state banks to
ramp up lending to revitalise growth, whilst battling price pressures
through unconventional means, with a crackdown on hoarding and
selling discounted food directly to consumers. All of which constitute
temporary fixes, with more structural reforms required to boost the
economy.
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Turkey - Recession, Looming Elections & Risk of Unwarranted Rate Cuts…cont’d
Still, we already think that risks are tilted towards steeper rate cuts from
the CBRT than the ca.300bp the market is positioned for over the next
six months and this may come at a cost to inflation, which risks ending
the year above the central bank's 14.6% forecast.
In our opinion, this all poses the risk of further downside pressure on the
Lira, which is already trading at its weakest level in two months against
the Dollar (USD/TRY has reached 5.4885 this month). We do not appear
to be alone in our thinking either, as Lira options traders look to be
positioning for further weakness, at their most bearish since
October/November according to USD/TRY 1 month/3 month 25 Delta
Risk Reversals (see the dashboard).
The technical outlook is also supportive and indicates an initial
extension to the 5.5204/5.5458 area for USD/TRY. Only below 5.3575
would suggest a rethink).

• Extends the recovery from 5.1621 (31 January base) to last Friday's
5.4885, eight-week high, ahead of the current bullish consolidation
• Improving daily studies and moving averages suggest an initial
extension targeting 5.5204/5.5458 (50% retrace of 5.8788/5.1621 fall
and 9 January high lower high)
• A sustained clearance is required to open further retracements of the
5.8788/5.1621 fall at 5.6050/5.7097 (61.8%/76.4%)
• It would take a return below a 5-1/2 week rising trendline at 5.3575
to caution and suggest extended consolidation over 5.2883 (27
February higher low).
continued page 10
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, EPFR Research
US Equity and Bond Funds took in over $33 billion between them during
the second week of March as data from other key markets continues to
raise questions about the trajectory of their economies. China’s latest
industrial output data, while still positive, was the weakest since 2002.
Germany’s government, meanwhile, cut its full year GDP growth forecast
for the second time this year, taking it below 1%.
The uncertainty about the outlook for global economic growth also hit
Emerging Markets Equity Funds, which recorded their biggest weekly
outflow since late 2Q18 despite the hardening consensus the next US
rate hike – if there is one at all – will not come until the final months of
the year. That consensus did, however, support solid flows into High
Yield, Emerging Markets and Municipal Bond Funds.
Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds absorbed a net $17 billion during the
seven days ending March 13. Bond Funds attracted $7.9 billion and
Money Market Funds $1.9 billion while $425 million flowed out of
Alternative Funds and $1.9 billion out of Balanced Funds. Investor
commitments to Dividend Equity Funds were the largest in exactly a
year.
At the asset class and single country fund levels, Total Return Bond
Funds posted consecutive weekly inflows of more than $1 billion for the
first time in over 11 months, High Yield Bond Funds chalked up their
eighth inflow in the 10 weeks year-to-date and Bank Loan Funds
experienced net redemptions for the 17th week in a row. Egypt and Peru
Equity Funds recorded their biggest inflows since 4Q16 and 1Q16
respectively while outflows from Taiwan Equity Funds climbed to a 28week high.
EPFR-tracked Energy Sector Funds posted outflows for the eighth time in
the past nine weeks going into the second half of March as slowing
global growth, surging US oil and natural gas production and OPEC’s
efforts to support prices complicate both the supply and demand picture
for global energy markets

Elsewhere, flows to Sector Fund groups maintained their defensive bias
with Real Estate, Gold, Telecoms, Utilities, Infrastructure, Consumer
Goods and Healthcare Sector Funds all posting inflows ranging from
$211 million to $1.6 billion.
Tensions between the US and OPEC have been rising as US production
surged and Congress proposed the No Oil Producing and Exporting
Cartels Act (Nopec). Sanctions on Iran and Russia, Venezuela’s decline
and the winding down of the northern hemisphere’s winter heating
season are also making it difficult for investors to get a fix on this sector.
Despite booming US production, Master Limited Partnership (MLP)
Funds, which offer tax advantaged exposure to US mid-stream assets,
have not attracted fresh money year-to-date

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

The Context
China Insight: Relative Stability of CNY Does Not Necessarily Mean Currency Appreciation
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst

PBOC officials (including governor Yi Gang, deputy governors, head and deputy
head of SAFE) hosted a NPC press conference on 10 March. At the press
conference, PBOC governor Yi Gang made comments specifically on CNY FX:
1. PBOC had already exited daily interventions in the FX market. FX rate
flexibility can serve as an automatic stabilizer of the economy and external
account. China will not actively use FX as a policy tool to gain export
competitiveness. There was no statement on currency stability as a part of
the trade deal.
2. PBOC pledges to maintain relative stability of CNY in reasonable equilibrium
range.
3. CNY should have a flexible FX formation mechanism.
In our view, Yi Gang wanted to rule out another Japan-like Plaza accord deal
being made between the US and China via the above remarks. Meanwhile, Yi
stressed "relative stability of CNY" and "PBOC had already exited daily
interventions", seemingly suggesting if there is any agreement on CNY FX
between the US and China it would be just in these two aspects.
Yi Gang's remarks combined with the latest USD flows data from Citi makes us
feel that it's necessary to revise our view on CNY FX given in the 4 March issue of
this publication. In the 4 March issue, we said "USD/CNH will head for 6.63-6.65
once hedge funds have set enough USD shorts". However, since then, we have
instead seen real money investors unwinding their USD/CNH shorts and hedge
funds refraining from setting sizable USD/CNH shorts.
continued page 13
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With reference to the USD flow data from Citi, we think that there is good
chance USD/CNH will continue to be rangebound or go a bit higher (say 6.756.77) to reflect broad-based strengthening of USD. The flows data from Citi
suggests that real money investors were buying USD heavily during 6-8 March
(chart 1). However, compared to their cumulative USD outflows since December
last year, real money investors' recent USD buying looks very insignificant. If this
is just a beginning stage of USD short-covering by real money investors, then it is
quite possible that we see more USD buying from them from now on (chart 2)
As per another US house BAML, real money investors historically always lagged
behind hedge funds in catching the true CNH market direction. BAML said that
this was particularly true around mid-2018, when a deterioration of the trading
relationship between the US and China led hedge funds to radically change their
CNH exposure from long to short while real money investors still stubbornly
stayed long.
As a conclusion, we are biased towards believing US-China trade deal has been
largely priced in and the pledge to CNY stability is a bit over-interpreted by
investors. That combined with the reluctance of hedge funds to go long CNH
makes us feel it is better to go long USD/CNH at 6.68-6.70 region.

The following pages are dedicated to Technical Analysis.
IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in
prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed income and
commodity products.
We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.
For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact your Account
Manager.
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

The Norwegian 10-year yield has extended the five-month decline
to re-test 1.596 (18 February base)

•

Deteriorating studies and the recent Death Cross (50/200DMAs)
combine to suggest a downside extension

•

Below 1.596 risks 1.532 (2018 low – 4 January), possibly
1.489/1.455 (50% retrace of the 0.864/2.114 rally and 2017 low 7 December)

•

Only a failure below 1.596 and/or a return above 1.761 (4 March
high) would avert and suggest near-term basing

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Awaits a return below 1.596 targeting 1.532/1.455. Place a protective
stop above the 1.761 lower high

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

2.026
1.954
1.894
1.814
1.761

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.596
1.532
1.489
1.455
1.364

Resistance Levels
8 November 2018 lower high
20 November 2018 minor lower high
13 December 2018 lower high
2019 high – 18 January, near the 200DMA at 1.822
4 March 2019 lower high
Support Levels
2019 low – 18 February, near 8 March 2019 low at 1.599
2018 low – 4 January
50% retrace of 0.864/2.114 (2016-18) rally
2017 low – 7 December, near 6 June/12 September 2017 lows at 1.456/1.460
2 November 2016 higher low, near 61.8% retrace of 0.860/2.114 rally
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

•

Sharp recovery off 1.0209 has left a major “V” type bottom in place

• Current consolidation over the 200-Day MA (approx. 1.0760) builds
momentum for a stronger advance

_________________________________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy for a return to last year’s 1.1117 peak. Breach of 1.0745
delays the advance, risking below 1.0707 towards the 1.0653/31 area.

Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.1277
1.1117
1.1012
1.0961
1.0892

15 May 2015 high
10 October 2018 high
15 October 2018 high
25 October 2018 high
19 February 2019 high
Support Levels

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.0745
1.0707
1.0653
1.0631
1.0564

8 March 2019 low
6 March 2019 low
12 February 2019 low
38.2% of 1.0209-1.0892 rally
18 January 2018 high, near 50% of 1.0209-1.0892 rally at 1.0551
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Recovers from December’s 49.93 base via last week’s 64.02 higher
low to retrace near half of the 86.74/49.93 fall

•

Strengthening studies suggest a clearance of 68.38 allowing an
extension to the 72.68/74.13 resistance zone

•

Sustained strength would then target the 78.03/05 cluster (lower
high/Fibonacci retracement)

•

Only below the 64.02 higher low would question current upside
scope and re-open the 58.90/59.49 zone

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into any near-term dips as we await a rally extension to 72.68/74.13,
perhaps 78.05. Place a protective stop under the 64.02 higher low

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

81.82
78.05
74.13
72.68
68.38

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

64.02
60.60
58.90
55.34
49.93

Resistance Levels
15 October 2018 lower high
76.4% retrace of the 86.74/49.93 fall, near 29 October 2018 lower high at 78.03
5 November 2018 minor lower high
61.8% retrace of the 86.74/49.93 fall, near 12 November 2018 minor lower high
16 November 2018 lower high, near 50% retrace of the 86.74/49.93 fall
Support Levels
8 March 2019 higher low – base of the recent bull flag formation
7 February 2019 minor higher low
14 January 2019 higher low
4 January 2019 low
2018 low – 26 December, near 61.8% retracement of the entire 27.10/86.74 (2017-18) rally
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